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Seamless Integration with Sales Edge Rescue Breaks Down Marketing and Sales Barriers, Empowering Businesses to Generate More Revenue from
Marketing Leads

SEATTLE--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Nov. 24, 2020-- Marchex (NASDAQ: MCHX), a leading conversational analytics and solutions company that connects
the voice of the customer to your business, today launched Marchex Marketing Edge, a new solution that enables brand marketers and agencies to tie
revenue-generating conversations back to the specific marketing campaigns that generated them. Marketing Edge captures conversational data
across multiple communication channels, including calls, text, and chat - as well as web form completions - then uses artificial intelligence-powered
conversation intelligence to identify and classify the conversations that drive sales.

By tying these high-value conversations back to their marketing sources, Marketing Edge empowers businesses to make smarter media buys that
deliver more high-value conversations to their sales teams. Should a sales conversation then fail to convert, Marketing Edge’s seamless integration
with Marchex Sale Edge Rescue enables businesses to immediately receive an alert to reengage the prospect and rescue the sales opportunity
before they call a competitor.

“Accelerated by the hardships of COVID-19, today’s marketing and selling environment is creating many new challenges for winning and keeping
customers, amplifying the need to break down barriers so that marketing and sales departments can work together more effectively to deliver
improved customer experiences and outcomes for their business,” said Russell Horowitz, Marchex Executive Chairman and Co-CEO. “Marketing
Edge enables businesses to stop wasting money on conversations that don’t create sales opportunities and to instead focus on those that do, and
Sales Edge Rescue provides them with the tools needed to ensure that more qualified conversations are converted into sales.”

Marketing Edge enables brands and agencies to solve key problems:

Accurately attribute calls, text messages and web form completions. Know which marketing efforts generate inbound
calls, texts, chats and web form completions by accurately tying each to the marketing campaigns that drove them.

Increase Return on Ad Spend. Understand call outcomes tied to sales, using conversational intelligence to increase
return on ad spend (ROAS).

Improve e-commerce conversion rates. Understand where customers abandon a digital purchase flow to call or text the
business, conversation topics, and which sources lead to higher sales conversions offline.

Deliver outstanding customer experiences. Use conversational intelligence to reveal obstacles in the digital-
to-conversation customer journey that impact offline conversions, such as spam/unwanted calls, long wait times, website
abandonment, unanswered text messages and more.

Rescue lost sales. Through direct integration with Marchex Sales Edge Rescue, empower sales departments to receive
real-time alerts when a prospect showing high purchase intent does not buy, so a sales specialist can reengage before the
opportunity is lost to a competitor.

Get teams the credit they deserve. Enables brand marketing teams and agencies to receive credit for phone-based sales
driven by their digital marketing efforts for their business or on behalf of their client.

Marketing Edge provides brands and their agencies an intuitive new self-service experience for AI-fueled conversation intelligence. It is available in
two packages:

Marketing Edge Core provides: call tracking using toll-free and local numbers; multichannel attribution for calls, texts,
chats and web forms; powerful dynamic number insertion that enables attribution via channel, session, keyword, campaign
or individual number; built-in spam call protection; flexible routing; enhanced caller ID lead data enrichment; support for all
available integrations including Google Marketing Platform, Adobe Analytics, HubSpot, and Salesforce; and email alerts,
and intuitive and flexible reporting.

Marketing Edge Advantage includes everything in the core package and adds powerful AI-fueled Conversation
Intelligence capabilities—including call transcription, automatic call scoring, keyword spotting, and PCI redaction—as well
as advanced routing via geo or zip code.

Marketing Edge enables businesses to complete and enrich the picture of their digital marketing performance and power automated actions by
automatically flowing conversational data into a rich and growing list of third party Martech, Adtech, CRM and chat systems, and makes it simple to
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create custom integrations.

Search Optics®, a leading global digital marketing provider with specialized expertise in the automotive industry, uses an uncommon blend of
leading-edge technology and human interaction to turn virtual traffic into measurable results, recently adopted the Marchex Marketing Edge solution.
“Automotive marketing is highly competitive” said Allison Gillick, VP Product and Operations at Search Optics. “We selected Marchex Marketing Edge
because its industry leading conversational intelligence enables us to harness strategic insights from sales engagement to enhance digital marketing
performance in a way that generates much greater value for our clients.”

Marchex Marketing Edge is available immediately. Start your free 30-day trial today.

About Marchex

Marchex understands the best customers are those who call your company - they convert faster, buy more, and churn less. Marchex provides
solutions that help companies drive more calls, understand what happens on those calls, and convert more of those callers into customers. Our
actionable intelligence strengthens the connection between companies and their customers, bridging the physical and digital world, to help brands
maximize their marketing investments and operating efficiencies to acquire the best customers.

Please visit www.marchex.com, www.marchex.com/blog or @marchex on Twitter (Twitter.com/Marchex), where Marchex discloses material
information from time to time about the company, its financial information, and its business.
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